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Abstract –Light shift arising from the circularly polarized pump beam in atomic magnetometers
can induce an undesired magnetic response, and thus affect their accuracy. Here, the light shift and
the corresponding cross-talk effect in the magnetometer have been investigated, and a scheme with
an additional off-resonant pump beam with an appropriate polarization and intensity has been
proposed to effectively reject the light shift. And the experimental results reproduce the expected
behavior. This scheme provides a powerful tool to reject the light shift in optical pumping systems,
in particular, the hybrid optically pumped systems.
Introduction. – The light shift, also known as AC1
Stark effect, is a well-known phenomenon and normally2
refers to the shift of the atomic levels or transition fre-3
quencies [1, 2]. It arises from the interaction of the in-4
duced atomic dipole moment with the oscillating electric5
field of the laser radiation, and the shift depends on the6
intensity, the frequency, as well as the polarization of the7
light [3]. The AC Stark fluctuations constitute one of the8
main sources of instability not only in vapor-cell atomic9
frequency standards (atomic clocks) [4–6], but also in the10
atomic magnetometer or comagnetometer [7–11]. The11
magnetometer operated in the spin-exchange relaxation12
free (SERF) regime keeps the highest sensitivity of low-13
frequency field measurements [12]. However, the light14
shift in the SERF magnetometers can induce a response to15
the field in a secondary direction, an undesired cross-talk16
effect, and thus affect their accuracy [7].17
In order to improve the accuracy of the optically18
pumped magnetometer, some research work has been re-19
ported to mitigate the Bloch-Siegert shift [13], while some20
approaches have been developed to reduce the AC Stark21
shift, which will be detailed in this letter. One general22
and straightforward method is to turn the laser to the23
”magic wavelength” that produces no light shift and max-24
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imize the pumping rate [14]. The zero-shift frequencies 25
are very close to the sharp peaks of the optical absorption 26
lines. The influence from light shift can also be suppressed 27
by averaging two identical magnetometer configurations 28
pumped with oppositely circularly polarized light [15]. 29
Sulai and co-workers demonstrated the suppression of AC 30
Stark shift by pumping a small subvolume of atoms in a 31
low-pressure (65 torr) vapor cell [7]. However, to our best 32
knowledge, the light shift in the hybrid optically pumped 33
comagnetometer is still hard to be suppressed [16]. Hy- 34
brid optical pumping is a technique for producing spin 35
polarized alkali-metal atoms A, but a second alkali-metal 36
B is directly pumped by a circularly polarized pump and 37
acts as the intermediary to transfer angular momentum 38
from the laser to A [17, 18]. Compared to the scheme of 39
conventional optical pumping, hybrid optical pumping is 40
beneficial for a uniform polarization throughout the high- 41
pressure (typically, greater than 500 torr) vapor cell and 42
also yields a high spin-exchange efficiency [19, 20]. Due 43
to the use of high-pressure cell and non-resonant intense 44
pump beam in the hybrid pumping comagnetometer, the 45
light shift sensed by atoms A is approximately on nT level 46
and thus causes a serious cross-talk effect [16]. 47
Here, the light shift and the corresponding cross-talk ef- 48
fect in a Cs magnetometer have been reported via the mag- 49
netic responses. A scheme, which consists of two pump 50
beams with different laser frequency, has been proposed 51
to reject the light shift. The elimination of the cross-talk 52
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Fig. 1: Normalized pumping rate (or light absorption) and light
shift as a function of the laser wavelength (D1 line of Cs). The
pumping rate (blue line) is plotted against the left axis, while
the light shift (red dashed line) is displayed against the right
axis. Due to the pressure broadening and shift effects of He and
N2 gases, the absorption curve of D1 transition features a width
of 13 GHz and is shifted to 894.588 nm, which corresponds a
blue-shift of about 1.86 GHz relative to the resonance in vac-
uum (894.593 nm). The pressure-broadened linewidth is larger
than the hyperfine splitting, therefore the hyperfine structure
of both D1 and D2 lines cannot be resolved in this work. In-
stead, only a single absorption curve with a Lorentzian profile
can be observed in our experiment.
effect in the magnetometer indicates that light-shift has53
been successfully suppressed. For any alkali-metal atoms,54
it is easy to find a second laser beam with an opposite-55
shifted frequency to properly compensate for the light shift56
arising from the first pump beam. Therefore, the approach57
reported here provides a powerful tool to zero the light58
shift in both pure and hybrid pumping systems.59
Light shift in atomic magnetometer. – A pump
beam with circular polarization is generally employed to
create the oriented ground state, which can be used for
high-sensitivity field measurement [21, 22]. For the ideal
case, the optically pumped magnetometer operated in the
SERF regime is only sensitive to the field By, expressed
as
P ex ≈ P
e
0βy, (1)
where the equilibrium polarization P e0 along z axis (pump
beam direction) is determined by the balance of pumping
rate Rp and relaxation rate Rrel sensed by the alkali-metal




e = gsµB/~ is
the gyromagnetic ratio of free electronic spins, Retot is the
sum of Rp and Rrel, P
e
x is the projected component of
P e0 along x axis. However, the fictitious magnetic field
along z axis Lz arising from the pump beam can induce
a cross-talk effect in the SERF magnetometer, described
by [7]
P ex ≈ P
e
0 (βy + βxβz) , (2)
where βx = γ
eBx/R
e













































Fig. 2: Experimental apparatus. BS, beam splitter; NE, noise
eater; LP, linear polarizer; QWP, quarter waveplate; M, reflec-
tion mirror; PBS, polarizing beam splitter; PD, silicon photo-
diode; FC, fiber coupler; PM, polarization-maintaining fiber.
The first pump beam (red lines) has a right-circular polar-
ization, while the second pump beam (green lines) features a
left-circular polarization. The probe beam (blue lines) is lin-
early polarized to detect the rotation signal arising from the
precession of the atomic spins.
to the sum of the real field Bz and the fictitious field 62
Lz, makes the magnetometer also sensitive to x-axis field 63
and thus causes the undesirable cross-talk effect. This 64
phenomenon is particularly serious in the hybrid opti- 65
cal pumping comagnetometers, in which case the ”magic 66
wavelength” is non-existent and the longitudinal field has 67
been fixed [16]. 68
When the cell is illuminated by a laser beam centered
on the D1 line of the atoms, the fictitious magnetic field
experienced by the atoms at high pressure features a dis-





(v − v0)2 + (ΓL/2)2
s, (3)
where re is the classical electron radius, c is the speed of 69
light, fD1 is the oscillator strength of D1 line, Φ(v) is the 70
total flux of photons of frequency v incident on the atom 71
in units of number of photons per area per time, ΓL is the 72
pressure-dependent broadening width in the presence of 73
buffer gases [24,25], v0 is the resonance frequency, and s is 74
the light’s degree of circular polarization. s ranges from -1 75
to 1, where s = 0 corresponds to linearly polarized π light 76
and s = ±1 corresponds to σ± light. In Eq. (3), the light 77
shift has a dependence on the intensity, polarization and 78
frequency of the light, as well as the pressure broadening 79
and shift induced by He and N2. For a sealed vapor cell, 80
the light shift will be proportional to the beam intensity 81
if the light polarization and frequency were fixed. 82
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The pumping rate and the light shift arising from a cir-
cularly polarized beam are shown in Fig. 1. The light shift
features a dispersion curve as a function of the laser fre-
quency, thus a red-shifted pump beam leads to a positive
light shift, opposite to that of a blue-shifted laser beam.
As the trace of pumping rate against the laser frequency
is an absorption profile, both red-shifted and blue-shifted
lights can be used to polarize the atoms. Therefore, it
seems possible to cancel the light shift by adopting two
independent pump beams without degrading the atomic
polarization. Under the illumination of two pump beams,
the total light shift sensed by the atoms can be added
together, given by
Lsumz = Lz1 + Lz2, (4)
where Lz1 is the fictitious magnetic field created by the83
first pump beam, which is the generally used in most of84
the cases, and Lz2 is the virtual field generated by the sec-85
ond pump beam. With an appropriate choice of the po-86
larization, intensity and frequency, the light shift arising87
from the second pump beam can be used to compensate88
for that produced by the first pump beam. In this way, the89
total light shift Lsumz in Eq. (4) is zeroed and thus the cor-90
responding cross-talk effect in Eq. (2) can be rejected. It is91
noteworthy that the detuning of the pump beam selected92
to cancel the light shift will be affected by the pressure93
broadening and shift induced by He and N2.94
Experimental apparatus. – A schematic of the ex-95
perimental apparatus is shown in Fig. 2. A droplet of Cs96
is contained in a spherical glass vapor cell with a diameter97
of 10 mm. The cell is also filled with 500 torr of He gas to98
reduce the atom diffusions and 50 torr of N2 gas to quench99
the alkali-metal excited state. The temperature of the cell100
is maintained at 100 ◦C via a boron-nitride oven heated101
by twisted pair cable, where ac currents with a frequency102
of 51 kHz are applied. The oven is housed in a 3-layer103
cylindrical magnetic shield made of µ-metal, providing a104
shielding factor of ≈ 106 to quasi-static magnetic fields. A105
tri-axis coil is mounted inside the innermost layer of the106
shield, and the bias field applied along z direction is used107
to null the z-axis residual fields, including both the real108
and fictitious magnetic fields in Eq. (2).109
In Fig. 2, two counter-propagating pump beams, emit-110
ted from two external-cavity diode laser systems, are used111
to create spin orientation in the Cs sample through opti-112
cal pumping with circularly polarized light [26]. Both of113
the pump beams have a beam waist of about 2 mm and114
propagate through the cell with the same optical path. A115
pump light with σ+ D1 photons add angular momentum116
to the atoms, and over time most or all of the atoms are117
transferred to the mF = +F end state of F = I + 1/2118
hyperfine level, where I is the nuclear spin. As the two119
pump beams enter the cell from opposite sides, they must120
have opposite helicity s = ±1 in order to polarize the al-121
kali spins along the same direction. In our case, the first122
pump beam has a right-circular polarization while the sec-123
ond pump beam features a left-circular polarization. Be- 124
sides, the use of counter-propagating pump beams is useful 125
to obtain a nearly uniform pumping rate across the cell. 126
In order to validate the feasibility of the scheme proposed 127
here, the first pump beam is red-shifted to 894.620 nm, 128
while the second pump beam is blue-shifted to 894.580 129
nm. These two pump beams correspond light detunings 130
of approximately -12 GHz and 3 GHz, asymmetric with 131
respect to the center of pressure-shifted D1 line. An off- 132
resonant pump beam can lead to a nonzero light shift ac- 133
cording to Eq. (3), and thus results in the cross-talk effect 134
to field Bx in the Cs magnetometer. And the magnetic 135
response is often measured by the optical rotation of a 136
linearly polarized beam via the circular birefringence. 137
A probe beam with linear polarization from an dis- 138
tributed feedback diode laser is employed to detect the 139
rotation signal, which is proportional to the projection of 140
the atomic polarization along the probe beam direction. 141
The probe beam with a positive detuning of about 200 142
GHz from the center of pressure-broadened D2 line prop- 143
agates along x-axis and has an intensity of 8 mW/cm2. 144
The optical rotation of the transmitted light is measured 145
by a balanced polarimeter set at 45◦ to the initial polar- 146
ization, so that both outputs of the analyzer are of nearly 147
equal intensity. A differential transimpedance amplifier 148
(gain=1× 107Ω) is located adjacent to the photodiodes. 149
The laser frequency of the pump and probe beams are 150
monitored by a wavemeter with an absolute accuracy of 60 151
MHz (Model WS7, HighFinesse), sufficient to conduct the 152
experiments based on the high-pressure vapor cell. The 153
light intensities are stabilized by the noise eaters (Model 154
NEL03, Thorlabs) which own internal closed-loop feed- 155
backs. 156
Results. – When a sinusoidal variation with an am-
plitude of Bmx and a frequency of f is applied to the x-
axis field component, the corresponding output with the
frequency of f extracted from Eq. (2) is given by






x sin(2πf)] , (5)
which is proportional to the total z-field (Btotz = Lz +Bz) 157
sensed by the atoms. Also, the modulated signal P ex(f) 158
can be zeroed by adjusting the variable Bz , which provides 159
a method to measure the light shift in the magnetometer. 160
The light shift as a function of the pump beam intensity in 161
the Cs magnetometer is shown in Fig. 3. The first pump 162
beam with an intensity of 3.2 ∼ 16.2 mW/cm2 results in 163
a light shift of 1.0 ∼ 5.0 nT. The fitting curve based on 164
Eq. (3) gives a slope of 0.31 nT/(mW/cm2). For these 165
data, as well as the data in Figs. 4 and 5, the second pump 166
beam is switched off. Note that the SERF magnetome- 167
ter shows a fT-level sensitivity, approximately 6 orders of 168
magnitude below the light shift [27, 28]. 169
To investigate the cross-talk effect induced by the light 170
shift, z-component of the fields is fixed at B0z . The differ- 171
ential magnetic responses between B′x/y = +1.4 nT and 172
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B′′x/y = −1.4 nT as a function of the pump beam intensity173
have been illustrated in Fig. 4. Compared to the strong174
response to By, a slight response to Bx is observed due175
to the weak light shift when the pump intensity is less176
than 2 mW/cm2. With the increment of light intensities,177
the response to By increase dramatically first and then178
decreases slowly, while a significant Bx response arises179
at higher intensities due to the intensity-dependent Lz in180
Eq. (2). The cross-talk effect, defined as the ratio of Bx181
response to By response in Fig. 4, is presented in Fig. 5.182
The cross-talk effect is about 31% when the By response183
is maximized, and it increases up to 50% at even higher184
intensities. Obviously, such a severe cross-talk effect can185
not be tolerated in practical applications. A similar phe-186
nomenon has also been observed in the comagnetometer187
based on K-Rb-21Ne [16].188
According to Eq. (2), the elimination of Bx response can189
be used as an evidence that the light shift has been zeroed.190
To validate the light-shift cancellation scheme proposed191
here, the magnetic responses to changes in Bx and By un-192
der different pump schemes with a selected beam intensity193
are recorded. The intensity of first pump beam is set to194
8.0 mW/cm2, which corresponds to a light shift of 2.4 nT195
in Fig. 3, and the second pump beam has an intensity of196
6.4 mW/cm2. The magnetometer responses to Bx and By197
with different pump schemes are shown in Figs. 6 and 7.198
In Fig. 6, the Bx response with the first pump beam is op-199
posite to that with the second pump beam, implying that200
the light shift arising from the first pump beam is also201
opposite to that created by the second pump beam. This202






















Fig. 3: Light shift as a function of the pump beam intensity.
The longitudinal field B0z , which rejects the Bx response at
the pump intensity of 0.5 mW/cm2, is treated as the resid-
ual field along z direction in the magnetic shield. The total
z-field is zeroed by the z-axis coil at each intensity, and the
changes of applied field along z direction acts as the light shift
arising from the first pump beam according to Eq. (5). The
fitting curve (blue line) based on Eq. (3) gives a slope of 0.31
nT/(mW/cm2). For these data, as well as the data in Figs. 4
and 5, the second pump beam is switched off.








































Fig. 4: The differential magnetic responses between B′x/y =
+1.4 nT and B′′x/y = −1.4 nT as a function of the pump
beam intensity. The differential response to Bx, given by








x ), is plotted against the left axis











y ), is plotted against the right axis (red open
circles). Each data set is measured twice, and the correspond-
ing error bars are also shown.























Fig. 5: The cross-talk effect as a function of the pump beam in-
tensity. The cross-talk effect is defined as the ratio of ∆P ex (Bx)
to ∆P ex (By) illustrated in Fig. 4.
is consistent with the theoretical simulation displayed in 203
Fig. 1. It should be addressed that the response to Bx is 204
dramatically suppressed when both the first and second 205
pump beams are switched on. According to Eq. (2), the 206
suppression of Bx response indicates the light shift Lz has 207
been zeroed in the scheme of two pump beams. For the 208
By response depicted in Fig. 7, two individual beams lead 209
to a response with the same sign. Unlike the cancellation 210
of Bx response, the response to By under the illumina- 211
tion of two pump beams has been kept. Compared to 212
the By response with a single pump beam, the response 213
with counter-propagating pump beams is slightly greater 214
due to the higher intensity summed up, which also agrees 215

































Fig. 6: Magnetometer response to Bx with different pump
schemes. The top figure shows the input of the Cs magne-
tometer, while the bottom figure presents the magnetometer
responses with different pump schemes. Under the illumina-
tion of the first (second) pump beam, the Bx response is in-
dicated by the blank circles (blue stars). The red rectangles





























Fig. 7: Magnetometer response to By with different pump
schemes. The top figure shows the input of the Cs magne-
tometer, while the bottom figure presents the magnetometer
responses with different pump schemes. Under the illumina-
tion of the first (second) pump beam, the By response is in-
dicated by the blank circles (blue stars). The red rectangles
mark the response when both the first and second pump beams
are turned on.
just act as one merged beam, whose intensity is approxi-217
mately equal to the sum of the two lights, to polarize the218
atoms along z direction. According to Eq. (3), the beam219
intensity of the second pump beam required to cancel the220
light shift depends on the light frequency. By adjusting 221
the laser frequency of the second pump beam, the required 222
laser intensity, as well as the response to By, will also be 223
changed. 224
Conclusion and Future Work. – In conclusion, 225
here we have reported the light shift and the correspond- 226
ing cross-talk effect in a SERF magnetometer based on 227
Cs. And a pump scheme consists of two light beams has 228
been proposed in order to avoid the cross-talk effect due 229
to the light shift in atomic magnetometer or comagne- 230
tometer. By employing an additional laser beam with an 231
appropriate polarization, intensity and frequency, we have 232
demonstrated that the light shift in the optical pumping 233
system can be effectively cancelled without degrading the 234
atomic spin polarization [26]. The feasibility of the scheme 235
has been validated in a Cs magnetometer, and the exper- 236
imental results reproduce the expected behavior. From 237
our perspective, the approach presented here provides a 238
powerful tool to cancel the light shift in optical pumping 239
systems, especially the hybrid optical pumping systems 240
based on high-pressure vapor cell. Additionally, the can- 241
cellation of the light shift can be beneficial for a lower noise 242
led by this fictitious field. And the adoption of counter- 243
propagating pump beams can also assist in achieving a 244
much more homogeneous polarization throughout the cell 245
[29]. 246
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